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Speed culture: When emergencies
destroy your company’s productivity

“If you do what
you’ve always done,
you’ll get what you’ve
always gotten.”
Tony Robbins,
self-development
author and speaker

B

oss needs that finished by 2 p.m. You
give an emergency call to Joe; he’ll know
offhand that important statistic you need.
Joe has a 3 p.m. deadline. He takes your call
at 10 a.m. and fields a few emergency texts
before turning to his own work at 11 a.m.

“Just one little thing isn’t too much to ask,
but your one thing and everyone else’s
one thing starts a snowball of delays.”
Joe calls Rachael to see if she can hit the
highlights on that noon meeting so he can
leave at 12:15. Now Rachael needs to speed up
her work . . . and on it goes.
According to Joe Robinson Strategies, in
a speed obsessed environment productivity
suffers. Everyone is so busy hurrying that
everything is delayed. Speed environments
usually develop after constant interruptions
disrupt everyone’s work plans.
You can point the finger directly at
technology for part of the problem. Instant
communication tends to chip away at
patience. Just one little thing isn’t too much
to ask, but your one thing and everyone else’s
one thing starts a snowball of delays. Now
everyone is behind and speeding to catch up.
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Everything is an emergency. Some
companies have actually set up universal
quiet times, when no internal email, text or
telephone communication is permitted.
Even if the speed culture can be slowed
by courtesy and patience, the stress it creates
lingers. Telling people to slow down or relax,
will not work, experts say. According to the Wall
Street Journal, it is impossible for the body to
relax on command. A University of California
researcher Wendy Mendes says returning to a
relaxed state can take 20 to 60 minutes.
That isn’t all. People who feel they have to
respond to constant emergencies and who
genuinely have to speed through the day, will
not take the suggestion “just relax” kindly. In
fact, many find it infuriating. Since you can’t
turn off stress instantly, suppressing it might
be the only option. But then the pressure
becomes greater.

Deep breath.
The ‘calm down’ person is usually talking
about how your stress affects her. You can
take it as a opening to start a conversation on
workload, interruptions and process. Maybe
there is a way to make the system smoother
and less caught up in emergency.

BUSINESS NEWS

Steps employees can take against
cybersecurity threats

Soft skills rank high
in the workplace

o one wants to come into their office one
morning and find out that their company
has been a victim of a security attack.
Losing customer data or having proprietary
information revealed – these can be disastrous.
According to the Identity Theft Resource
Center, there have been more than 450 data
breaches so far in 2016, which have exposed
more than 12 million records that contain
sensitive material. Cyber security is a hot topic
in the business world, but there are things that
employees can do to lessen the likelihood or
impact of a security breach. Steps to protect
from cyber security breach include:
1. Use a strong antivirus program and run scans at least weekly.
2. U
 se spam filters and ignore suspicious messages. Do not click links that
seem questionable, and do not click links on websites that ask for personal
information.
3. Back up all files regularly. In the event of a problem, you can get your
computer up and running again with little loss of information.
4. Create complex passwords. When using passwords to protect files, make
sure that you use a password people can’t often guess. Mixing letters,
numbers and symbols is often the way to go.
5. L earn to recognize a cyber attack and notify IT. There are different types
of attacks that can put your company’s systems at risk. A Denial of Service
(DOS) or Distributed Denial of Service (DDOS) often presents with slow
internet, slow or nonexistent access to the company’s servers and websites
that just don’t work. A virus attack can cause programs to run slowly, allow
rampant and unexpected pop-ups, and crash systems.

To succeed in the modern workplace,
it’s not enough to have technical skills.
In a highly competitive job market,
employers are looking for “soft skills” in
prospects. Some of the most sought-after
“soft skills” combine common sense,
courtesy, and some learned behaviors.

N

Celebrate National Cliche Day

Business cliches are so part of the language that they end up in television
shows about the 7th century. Cliches have their advantages. They do
colorfully explain an idea. Check out these typical business cliches: Going
forward • trying not to sound like a broken record • let’s address the
elephant in the room • sharpen our pencils • polish the company image •
this project isn’t about me; it’s about us • we’re on the same team • put on
your thinking caps • don’t hesitate to chime in with workable ideas • think
outside the box • color outside the lines • run with this • make it pop • let
your creative juices flow • it’s time for a paradigm shift • take it to the next
level • we may encounter pushback, but if we wrap our heads around the
basic problem, we can right-size it • tear down silos • move the needle,
but don’t lose track of our basic core principles • we’re customer-focused
and results oriented • peel back those onion skins • strategize, analyze,
scrutinize, monetize, and incentivize • we need a win-win.

Flexibility/Adaptability:
Employers need workers
able to complete a wide
range of tasks. The ability
to switch tasks quickly,
and to adapt to situations
outside your comfort zone
goes a long way toward
helping you stand out.

Interpersonal skills:
Several so-called soft skills
fall into this category: the
ability to communicate
effectively; work as part
of a team; and resolve
conflicts are all considered
interpersonal skills.

Time and project management: In the

working world, employees must meet and
manage deadlines. Time management and
project management go hand-in-hand
because managing your time well requires
prioritizing tasks and projects to get the
most important or most beneficial done as
efficiently as possible.

Emotional intelligence: Many jobs
require this, but you won’t see it on a job
description. Sometimes called EI, it is
the ability to assess social cues and social
situations and manage your reactions to
these situations.
Leadership skills: When you’re

consistently looking for ways to improve
your skill levels and to show initiative,
it shows your leadership ability. Even if
you’re not in a management position, the
ability to lead can make a big difference.
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Loudoun SourceLink:
Eight ways to get investors to say yes

“Sometimes it is
better to be kind
than to be right.
We don’t need an
intelligent mind that
speaks, but a patient
heart that listens.”
Unknown

Y

ou need funding. An investor has said
“yes” to a meeting. Now, how do you get
them to say “yes” to your pitch? Here are
eight secrets to successful pitching, according
to national business experts featured in USA
Today, CNBC, the Huffington Post, and other
sources.
1. Know that you have less than three

minutes – in fact, around 30 seconds. New

York-based business strategist Geri Stengel
reveals that investors make their decision
about your pitch within 30 seconds.
Goldman Sachs says your pitch should
only take three minutes max. Either way,
the idea is to get to the point quickly. Figure
out what’s most compelling about your
product or service, and say it in the shortest
amount of time – with passion.
2. Sell yourself. Investors have to believe in
you. They want to know that you have the
expertise and perseverance to make your
business succeed. Tell them why you’re a
good risk.
3. Don’t rely on a power point. There’s a
reason why TV shows like “Shark Tank”
don’t allow contestants to use Power Point.
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It’s too easy to create a presentation that’s
dense and boring. Your goal should be to
engage investors with a passionate dialog
about your business.
4. D
 o your homework. Know who’s sitting
in front of you. What is she interested in?
What other ventures has he backed? Know
as much as you can about your potential
investors before you step into the room.
5. S olve a problem. What specific problem
do you solve? For example, if you’re selling
a new type of drill, understand that your
customers don’t really want a drill. What
they really want is to make holes in wooden
boards. Be able to tell investors exactly what
problem your service solves.
6. Know the facts. What are your competitors
doing? How will you compete against them?
What research supports your performance
projections? Give investors solid reasons for
confidence in you and your team.
7. P
 ractice, practice, practice. What’s the
one question you hope investors won’t
ask? Know the answer to that question
in advance, and practice explaining it
calmly and clearly. Rehearse your whole

BUSINESS NEWS
presentation over and over
so that when you’re in front
of investors, you’ll be relaxed
and confident.
8. Ask for what you want. A
vague request will get vague
results. End your presentation
with a strong, specific request.
Ask for the funding range you
need, and explain exactly how
you’ll use it to accomplish a
return on their investment.
The bottom line is, being
passionate and prepared make
it more likely that investors will
say “yes” to your pitch.
At Loudoun Economic
Article contributed by Lois
Development, your business is Kirkpatrick, Marketing and
our business. We want to make Communications Manager,
Loudoun Economic Development.
sure Loudoun companies are
successful, and if your company isn’t in Loudoun already,
we’d like to discuss how moving here can contribute to your
success. Start by calling us today 1.800.LOUDOUN.

Cable prices rise; cord cutting is a trend

Cable prices are rising, and cord cutting is real, according
to a survey by Leichtman Research Group. The average
monthly cable bill is now up to $103.10, an increase of
4% from last year, according to the Consumerist. That rise
surpasses the current U.S. inflation rate, which is about
1.1 percent. Meanwhile, the cord cutter movement is
slowly gaining steam. More than 82 percent of households
subscribe to cable, satellite or fiber pay TV. But that
number is down from 2011 when 87 percent were cable
TV subscribers. Cord cutters have more choices than
ever. In metropolitan areas, a $10 antenna can snag local
TV digital signals out of the air for free, but it won’t work
very well for people in rural areas. Hulu, at about $10
per month, offers movies and network television shows
one or two days after they air. Netflix, $10 per month,
offers movies, television, and original programming.
Sling TV, $20 per month, offers live sports and a variety
of other channels. These options depend on a high-speed
internet connection, however, and that can add to the
price of television. One easy change consumers can make
is buying their own DVR. Cable boxes run about $20 per
box per month, but a DVR can be purchased for $100 to
$175, according to cableboxandmodem.com.

Book Review:

Authors’ Thanksgiving Memories
SARA FORTE

Author of “The Sprouted Kitchen”
My grandfather, my mother’s father,
had Alzheimer’s. He passed away a
couple of years ago, but I can remember
a good six to 10 years of us all watching
his brain and memory fail him. It was
tough to watch, but at times, offered
comic relief. I can remember one
holiday, all of us at a table, and my grandfather chiming in to
the conversation. He got names incorrect, was completely off
topic and made no sense, but we all just played along with it.
Though he couldn’t track the conversation at the table while
we ate a great meal, we all decided to join in on his brain and
just be nonsensical as well. We didn’t discuss it, but the family
was all behind him, loving him in that way. It was special to
watch and to think of in retrospect.

ME RA KOH

Author of “Your Child in Pictures”
I remember the first Thanksgiving after
Brian and I were married. Even though
it isn’t true, you assume that everyone
celebrates holidays the same way.
Brian was in for a big surprise when he
walked into my parent’s dining room
and saw half a dozen bowls of kimchee and a big bowl of rice.
Mashed potatoes were nowhere to be found! We all started
laughing because the Koreans in our family pick rice over
mashed potatoes any day, Thanksgiving or not. Well for the
last 15 years, you can guess what Brian volunteers to bring.

TANYA STEEL

Author of “The Epicurious Cookbook”
My best Thanksgiving memory is when
I was very pregnant with my twin boys.
It was 1997 and we hadn’t decided
yet what their names would be. My
extended family sat around the table, a
20-pound roast turkey with a chestnut,
raisin and apple stuffing, roasted
Brussels sprouts, buttery chive mashed potatoes, and big
goblets of Beaujolais Noveau, and we tossed around names.
It was at that table we (or really I) decided to give them
longstanding family names, William and Sanger.
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Economist argues for a cashless society

“Thinking will not
overcome fear but
action will.”
W. Clement Stone,
philanthropist and
businessman

C

rime thrives on cash. It’s portable, secret,
and everyone accepts it. In every big
drug bust, there is a wad of bills. In fact,
carrying a lot of cash is usually a tipoff to
authorities that something is untoward. Illegal
immigration depends on cash, too.

“the most frequent users of cash
are the older generations ”
One economist proposes a ‘less cash’ society
where big bills are no longer printed, leaving
room for bills in denominations of $1 to $10.
According to Kenneth S. Rogoff of Harvard
University, this would still make it possible
for ordinary people to buy their coffee while
making it much harder for criminals to make
huge transactions.
“A million dollars in $100 bills weighs
approximately 22 pounds and can fit
comfortably into a large shopping bag. With
$10 bills, it isn’t so easy. Think of lugging
around 220 pounds in a giant chest,” Rogoff
writes in the Wall Street Journal.
There are places that are moving toward
cashless society, like Sweden. According to
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fastcoexist.com, Swedish unions have pushed
for a more cashless society to prevent armed
robberies of workers like bus drivers.
According to Niklas Arvidsson, a professor
at the Royal Institute of Technology, the
most frequent users of cash are the older
generations, and as they are aging, they
are reducing their spending. He notes that
with less cash circulating, there’s a lessened
potential of robbery, and the costs of
business decrease as well because electronic
transactions cost less to process than cash
transactions.
But, even with the positive aspects, there
are concerns that there will be problems,
particularly when it comes to potential
corruption and issues in tracing transactions.
There’s another issue, as the BBC pointed
out in a July 2015 broadcast – people are very
attached to their cash and coin. There’s been a
backlash when people talk about getting rid of
pennies, despite the costs of producing them.
All of these articles draw the same sort of
conclusions: it will take time to move away
from cash usage, and there are problems that
would need to be sorted before that happens.

YOUR FINANCES

What’s the skinny on using
a title company?

MoneyWise:

Watch out for
negative interest rates

W

e take so much on face value. That
guy whose house you are buying, for
example. We assume if he is selling
the house, then he owns it. He does own it.
Right? What if he’s really a renter posing as
the owner? What if his ex-wife is still a coowner? Well, if so the seller doesn’t have a
clear title, and that means you won’t either.
Happily, for a plethora of problems that
can occur with a process as complicated as
buying a home, the buyer has insurance.
It’s called title insurance, and it is one of the
most important safeguards of your money. If
you want to buy a home, you have to sign a
contract with the seller, a mortgage contract
with your lender, another contract with your
insurer and a few other related documents.
Not only is this process time-consuming, but
it can also cause sleepless nights fraught with
worries. Signed contracts by two parties are legally binding agreements. They
cannot be broken without costly consequences and in something as significant
as a home, you want everything to go right.
Lots of problems can creep up in a property over a dozen or more years.
There can be unpaid taxes. Or a problematic easement that prohibits your
building a fence. There can be disputes over a property line. What if the city
has underground utilities running the entire length of the property that the
seller didn’t reveal in the contract, and you don’t discover them until you’re
excavating for a swimming pool?
Professional real estate agents and contract law attorneys work with property
buyers and sellers every day. They can interpret the documents, ask the right
questions, add or delete anything, not in your best interest, and recommend a
title company to launch a thorough search that secures you a clear title. In fact,
your mortgage lender requires the purchase of title insurance, or it won’t issue
the funds you need to close the deal.
The title company’s main mission is to declare a title defect-free; otherwise,
it won’t sell you the required insurance. The search involves combing through
public records for any matter concerning the house you want, including past
deeds, wills, trusts, divorce decrees, bankruptcy filings, court judgments,
outstanding liens and tax records. Maybe the seller inherited the house under
the terms of a will, but it was out-of-date, and a more recent will left the house
to his cousin. Title insurance protects both your interests and your lender’s.
Title policy insurance is the best insurance policy you can ever buy. It is a
permanent assurance that your ownership and use will be defended promptly
against claims, at no cost to you, whether or not the claim is valid. Title
insurance is one of the least expensive forms of insurance.

If you think interest on savings
accounts and CDs is low now, just wait
until the Federal Reserve Bank rates go
negative. At that point, it might cost you
money to stash your cash in a savings
account. Savers, in other words, would do
better to buy a safe.
Don’t fret yet! It hasn’t
happened, although
Federal Reserve Bank
Bank Chair Janet Yellen

“negative interests
rates give savers two
choices: Buy a safe
for your house or
spend the cash”
hinted at it in February.
But it has happened in
Japan and the European
Central Bank and several
other small central banks
like Sweden’s.
According to the BBC,
this maneuver in Sweden was a policy
decision designed to stimulate economic
growth by raising inflation. Indeed,
negative interests rates give savers two
choices: Buy a safe for the house or spend
the cash. Getting consumers to spend,
instead of saving, could be one reason
central bank interest rates could go lower.
Negative interest rates, much hated by
some economists and investors, turns
investing upside down. Government
bonds, instead of being a slow but
safe investment, would actually start
deducting money. For example, you loan
the government $100 through a bond and
you instantly have $99.99 and it keeps
going lower.
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Six documents every homeowner
should keep on hand

“How far you go
in life depends on
your being tender
with the young,
compassionate
with the aged,
sympathetic with
the striving and
tolerant of the weak
and strong. Because
someday in your life,
you will have been
all of these.”
George Washington
Carver, American
scientist and
inventor

A

s a homeowner, you may find yourself with
a lot of paperwork. While you don’t have
to keep all of it, it is a good idea to keep
certain files for tax or mortgage purposes.
There are several documents that you should
keep as long as you own a property and some
after you sell the property. Those include:
1. H
 ouse deed: A house deed is a document
that transfers ownership of a house from
one party to another. Keep this for as long
as you own a property, to have proof that
you own it.

2. Closing documents: Keep documents
related to closing the sale of your new
home or property as long as you own the
property, and three years after the sale.
3. Receipts for home improvements:
Keep these for three years after you sell a
property. It will help to show an increase
in home value help to justify a sales price
during the sales process, and can be useful
when it comes to your property taxes.
4. M
 ortgage payoff statements: Keep
mortgage payoff statements indefinitely.
These are documents from your lender that
both parties sign when you’ve successfully
paid off your mortgage. Keeping them
indefinitely offers you a defense if your
Page 10 • gam|mag • November 2016

lender tries to come back to you later and say
that you still owe money on your mortgage.
5. P
 rivate or primary mortgage insurance
statements and cancelled checks: Keep
these for three years after you’ve claimed
this deduction. This payment is part of your
monthly mortgage payment.
6. Property tax payment: Keep your tax bill
and statements showing payment for three
years after you’ve made the payment.
The minimum time to keep important
household documents is three years after
payment is made, although it doesn’t hurt to
keep many of these for longer. This is because
the IRS can audit individuals for specific years
for up to three years after the tax year (they
can audit your 2015 tax return until the end
of 2018.) If you don’t keep these documents,
you could find it difficult to state your case
or provide proof during an audit or dispute
related to your home.

Telecommuting now common

According to a Society of Human Resources
Management survey, in 1996 just 20% of
employers offered telecommuting. In 2016
the number has soared to 60 percent.

YOUR FINANCES

Consider the cost of those free
convenience checks

Delaying a down payment
through a lease-purchase

O

pen your credit card bill and there’s a good
chance you’ll find a few “convenience
checks.” It’s tempting to use one, but if you
do, it’ll cost you more than you think. They’re
actually a form of a cash advance. A survey by
CreditCards.com shows that advances come
with a card’s highest fees and interest rates.

“Unlike regular purchases, the interest
starts accruing right after the transaction”
Almost all of the cards reviewed start with a
fee of five percent or $10, whichever is more.
Unlike regular purchases, the interest starts
accruing right after the transaction. And
the average interest rate on cash advances is 24 percent. A typical $1,000 cash
advance would cost an extra $69 even if it’s paid off in 30 days. That includes $50
for the five percent fee plus $19 in interest. A regular $1,000 credit card purchase
would not accrue interest if paid off within the same month-long period.
Other transactions that may be considered cash advances are money orders,
wire orders, wire transfers and lottery tickets.
On the other hand, if a cash advance is absolutely necessary, the convenience
checks would cost less than a payday loan or even overdraft fees. “When an
emergency occurs or when times get tough, cash advances can be the best
of some really bad options,” says Matt Schultz, senior industry analyst for
CreditCards.com. “If you take one, it’s incredibly important to pay it off as
soon as possible because the math can work against you quickly,” says Schultz.
He also emphasizes that under normal circumstances, convenience checks
should be avoided.

Dr. Seuss is on the loose . . .
‘What Pet Should I Get’ helps kids decide

Parents and grandparents are discovering a never-published book by Dr.
Seuss. It’s believed to have been written between 1958 and 1962. Look for
beginning readers (age 4 and up) to flash a big smile for this cute entry into
the Seuss collection. Adult critics might find a few quibbles in its 48 pages,
but it’s hard not to smile at this retro charmer. The story is simple. A brother
and sister go to the pet store with permission from Mom and Dad to “pick
just one” pet to bring home by noon. The brother wants a dog, sister wants a
cat or a rabbit, or a bird or a fish. According to USA Today, Random House
added wonderful color to Seuss’ black-and-white drawings. They also provide
an eight-page afterword explaining the story behind the “Pets” publication.
Parents should be prepared for little voices begging for a furry friend.

Jumbo mortgage buyers sometimes
don’t start out with a jumbo loan in mind.
It’s just that sometimes the perfect home
in the perfect neighborhood is worth the
price. Problem is that some buyers don’t
have the down payment immediately for
a jumbo loan, which is
usually about $417,000
or more, depending on
the location.
But lack of down
payment cash doesn’t
have to stand in the way
of a purchase. A leaseto-buy arrangement
can give buyers some
breathing room to move
around investments
and gather the down
payment. Buyers can
sign a lease for two or
more years and lock
in the purchase price.
Here’s how it works:
The renters agree to a lease option that
allows them to either buy or walk away
from the property when the lease expires.
Instead of a down payment, they pay
a deposit that’s usually 2 percent to 2.5
percent of the property’s market value.
The deposit will be credited toward the
down payment if the home is purchased,
but if the renter decides not to buy the
seller keeps the deposit.
Sellers can ask for a high monthly
lease. Buyers might specify that a portion
of the rent money goes to the down
payment. The lease will specify terms of
the future sale. They should be designed
so a seller can’t block the attempt to buy
if the buyer wants to go ahead, which
avoids negotiations later. Whatever
arrangement buyer and seller make, the
mortgage lender will spell out the terms
in the contract.
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Start young to stay young,
take action now to postpone the inevitable

“Remember God’s
bounty in the year.
String the pearls of
His favor. Hide the
dark parts, except
so far as they are
breaking out in light!
Give this one day
to thanks, to joy, to
gratitude!”
Henry Ward Beecher,
American clergyman
and social reformer

P

hysical decline may actually begin in the
20s, but there are things every person
can do to feel young. A study by Duke
University found that some types of physical
decline happen later than others. Hearing can
begin to decline around age 25. On the other
hand, lower body muscle performance decline
may not be detectable until you are in your
50s, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Everyone wants to stay young, and perhaps
the best way to do that is to take action.
Donald Stuss, Toronto neuropsychologist,
found that physical activity brings more
blood, nutrients, and oxygen to the brain,
which is thought to help delay brain decline.
Although exercise is important, it’s also
important to take a break between sessions,
says John Higgins, MD, associate professor of
medicine at the University of Texas Health
Science Center. Never taking a day off can
impede your body’s healing from the tiny
tears caused by exercises.
If you stop eating before you’re entirely
full, that may help as well. Researchers at St.
Louis University have found that eating fewer
calories can help metabolism. Another dietrelated tip: ensure that your diet includes plenty
Page 12 • gam|mag • November 2016

of foods with antioxidants that break down
free radicals and protect the brain. Foods high
in antioxidants include fresh fruits, vegetables,
beans, spices and whole grains.
Standing with proper posture can have an
immense impact on how you feel, and how
your spine is affected, which could cause
problems later in life. Tom Holland, exercise
physiologist and author of “Beat the Gym,”
notes that exercises that require pulling and
reverse movements can help to avoid spinal
problems later on.

Insurer to subsidize
Apple Watches

Aetna has announced it will subsidize
Apple Watches for large employers
and some individuals during open
enrollment season. The insurers would
combine the Apple Watch’s technology
with an analytics-based wellness and
care management program. Aetna has
not yet announced how much of that
cost it will subsidize, but the insurer says
it will offer monthly payroll deductions
to their subscribers.

S TAY I N G W E L L

November is National COPD
Awareness Month

Tobacco addiction study:
It’s partly in your head

hronic obstructive pulmonary disease
is an inflammatory lung disease that
constricts the airways and partially
blocks the passage of air to and from
your lungs. It’s progressive and incurable
and shortens your lifespan.

Researchers at the University of
Texas at Dallas have found that the
brain response to nicotine is affected
by the belief of the smoker. A smoker
who believes, inaccurately, that nicotine
is present in a cigarette still will feel
satisfied.

C

COPD is the third leading cause
of death in the United States and a
major cause of long-term disability.
Over 120,000 lives end each year. More
than 12 million people have been
diagnosed with the disease, but far
more than double that number remain
undiagnosed. You may be one of these
statistics if you smoke.

These findings were published this
summer in the journal Frontiers in
Psychology and could lead to changes
in the way people handle the idea of
giving up nicotine.

Most people who have COPD smoke
cigarettes or used to smoke. This remains
the leading cause and accounts for as many as nine out of ten COPD related
deaths. However, as many as one out of six never smoked, but breathed in the
secondhand smoke of their spouse, a parent, or coworkers if their workplace
allowed it before bans took place.
If you haven’t seen a doctor for years or mentioned your symptoms during
an appointment for something you think is unrelated, it may help to recognized
the signs of COPD. Do you have an ongoing cough that produces lots of mucus
(smoker’s cough), wheezing when you breathe, shortness of breath when you do
anything physical (climb a stairway, push a grocery cart to your car, carry in the
groceries), or chest tightness?
Most people diagnosed with COPD have both emphysema and chronic
bronchitis. In bronchitis, the lining of your airways is always irritated and
inflamed and becomes thicker. Mucus sticks in the airways and makes it harder
to breathe. In emphysema, the walls between air sacs in your lungs are damaged
so the sacs lose their shape, become floppy and enlarge and this causes fewer air
sacs instead of many tiny ones.

No flu for you this season!

Flu season is upon us and one shot could save you two weeks of suffering,
reminds the Centers for Disease Control (CDC). This is recommended for
everyone over the age of six months, except for those who may be adversely
affected because of a weakened immune systems. There are a variety of
vaccine options available to help individuals avoid the virus, or to lessen its
impact, and they come in multiple forms – typically a shot or nasal spray.
This year, the CDC says that the nasal spray vaccine should not be used
during the 2016-2017 flu season. The CDC recommends the inactivated
influenza vaccine (IIV) or the recombinant influenza vaccine (RIV).

Researchers used a functional MRI
to examine the brains of two dozen
chronic smokers in a double blind
study. Smokers were divided into
four groups. Two groups smoked
nicotine cigarettes but half thought the
cigarette did not contain nicotine. Two
other groups smoked a non-nicotine
cigarette. Half thought the cigarette did
contain nicotine.
The study found that if participants
believed that the drug was present
their craving for nicotine was satisfied.
According to Smokefree.org, there
are dozens of other studies in the
works related to cessation of smoking,
and several are free to join, relying
on smartphone applications for data
collection.
Data from these studies could prove
useful during the Great American
Smokeout event, which takes place this
year on November 18, 2016.
The Great American Smokeout is a
day when smokers across the country,
and those who love smokers and want
them to make healthy choices, may
take steps toward avoiding tobacco.
Some create a plan to quit starting
that day, some use that day to share
information on tobacco addiction and
its effects.
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Caring for your loved ones: November is
National Family Caregivers Month

“Gratitude is the
inward feeling of
kindness received.
Thankfulness is the
natural impulse to
express that feeling.
Thanksgiving is the
following of that
impulse.”
Henry Van Dyke,
American author,
novelist and
clergyman

F

or families whose elderly members need
a little extra attention, caregiving can be
rewarding, a labor of love that can be life
changing in more than one way.
According to AARP, an estimated 39.8
million Americans cared for an elderly adult
in 2015. About 34.2 million Americans have
provided unpaid care to an adult age 50 or
older in the prior 12 months.
As of 2014, more than 15 million
individuals had assumed the role of caregiver
for a family member who has Alzheimer’s
Disease. Many family caregivers juggle home
and work, often shouldering the financial as
well as physical tasks of caregiving.
Here are a few tips to ensure that you
remember to relax and take care of yourself
when you can.
1. Take care of yourself first. If you are not
healthy, you won’t be able to provide the
level of care you want to provide.

2. Find respite care when needed. You can’t
do everything for everyone all of the time.
When you need a break, respite care may
be available. If you’re not yet interested
in respite care, accept help when family
members offer.
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3. B
 uild a support network including friends,
family and other caregivers. Having
individuals with a variety of experiences
in your life, including those who are also
family caregivers can help you to see
solutions to issues you’re experiencing and
can help to reduce your stress levels as you
connect and build relationships.
Caregiver Action Network (caregiveraction.
org) offers a variety of resources for family
caregivers and spearheads the annual
celebration of those individuals.

Millennials fall for online
scams, study says

The most tech-savvy group in the world
are the most likely to have lost money in
scams, according to the Better Business
Bureau. Millennials fell for scams for
online purchases, employment and debt
collection. In fact, this group was more
likely to fall for online scams than 75-yearolds. About 30 percent of the younger
group surveyed by the BBB admitted
to losing money in scams. But only five
percent of the older group lost money.

S TAY I N G W E L L

‘Winter Fever’ is treatable but
still kills worldwide

Have protein with
every meal: it’s easy

nce called “Winter Fever,” the symptoms
of pneumonia have been known since
the time of Greek physician Hippocrates,
who commented on it about 460 BC.

You don’t need a wizard’s magic wand
to have meals that keep your muscles
strong, fight off infection and boost
your metabolism. Protein does it all.
Meat and poultry are full of protein, but
some cuts are loaded with saturated fat
and cholesterol. Americans should try
to get 45 to 55 grams of protein a day.

O

It wasn’t until the late 1800s that the
bacterial cause of pneumonia was identified.
By the 1930s, and with the development of
antibiotics, more people began to survive
the lung disease. While treatment today is
effective, pneumonia remains the foremost
cause of infectious death in infants and
children under five worldwide.

• S eafood: Substitute
it for meat twice a
week. It’s convenient
to keep canned fish
and frozen filets on
hand. Serve salmon
or shrimp for special
occasions.

Pneumonia is an inflammation or
infection of the lungs. Air sacs in one or
more lung lobes fill with pus or other fluids
and prevent inhaled oxygen from reaching the blood.
Viral pneumonia is a condition that occurs after a viral disease, such
as influenza. But pneumonia can also be caused by bacteria or a fungus.
Pneumonia ranges in severity from mild to severe and can be fatal. Viral and
bacterial pneumonia are contagious; fungal are not. Vaccines are available to
protect against some bacterial types and antibiotics to treat others.
Protect yourself from pneumonia by washing your hands frequently; taking
care of your general health by not smoking and by getting exercise; and
avoiding people who are ill, especially those sneezing and coughing. Two big
steps at prevention: Get a flu and pneumonia shot.

Pneumonia by the numbers
• In 2015, pneumonia accounted for 15 percent of all deaths to children
under age five worldwide. An estimated 2,500 children a day die from
pneumonia, most less than two years old. (UNICEF Aug. 2016) More
children die from pneumonia than ebola, malaria, tuberculosis, HIV and
Zika combined. (WHO 2016)
• In the United States, nearly 500,000 children are hospitalized for acute lung
infections annually, a third of them with pneumonia; 228 deaths occurred
among those under age five in 2013. (CDC)
• The most common cause of bacterial pneumonia in children is
Streptococcus pneumoniae; Haemophilus influenzae type b (Hib) is the
second most common, both generally transmitted through coughing or
sneezing.
• In 2010, the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved Prevnar 13
(PCV13) for routine vaccination of children 6 weeks to 5 years old for the
prevention of 13 types of pneumococcal pneumonia; it replaced the earlier
year 2000 version, PCV7. Between 2000 and 2015, the vaccines reduced the
incident rate by between 60-90 percent in the United States (CDC) and 47
percent worldwide (UNICEF).

• Eggs: They have
all the protein
components you
need. The Mayo
Clinic recommends
putting a poached
egg on a salad or
toast for a meal. Hard
boiled eggs are a
great snack.
•D
 airy: Low-fat milk
provides calcium and vitamin D, but
also packs a protein punch. Also try
Greek yogurt with fruit or spread ricotta
cheese on toast and cover with fruit.
•B
 eans, peas and tofu: Dried, canned
or frozen beans are an inexpensive
protein option. They have the added
bonus of fiber and high levels of
antioxidants. Add beans or peas to
salads, pastas, soups and casseroles.
Tofu can be added to the same foods
or to scrambled eggs.
•N
 uts and seeds: A handful of unsalted,
roasted nuts is a healthy serving of
protein. Spread nut butters on crackers
or toast for a protein-filled snack. Or
have a peanut butter sandwich.
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Dining with toddlers: Try a dress rehearsal

“I have found the
best way to give
advice to your
children is to find
out what they want
and then advise
them to do it.”
Harry S. Truman,
33rd President of the
United States

I

magine the teary, scream of a frustrated
toddler. Now imagine it in a restaurant.
That little nightmare will be funny someday.
Like, maybe, 20 years from now. But at the
moment, it is traumatic for child, parents,
other diners, and restaurant staff.
Nothing short of leaving works all the time
but a family can increase its chances of a
pleasant dining experience.
Chef Daniel Eddy of Brooklyn, NY,
recommends a dress rehearsal for dining. In
a dress rehearsal parents can help the child
preview all the weird stuff at a restaurant:
Different food, strange people, funny table.
The child can also participate in all the
strange stuff that might happen: Standing
in line; a waiter asking for the food order;
waiting for the food; looking at and even
possibly eating some strange food (or not);
using a restaurant voice and sitting still (or at
least not running around).
When you think about it, those skills
are helpful in every single public space so
rehearsing them at home can’t hurt. Make
your dress rehearsal for ‘restaurant night’ as
realistic as possible. Change the way the table
looks (maybe a table cloth). Make familiar
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food look slightly different. Make elaborate
restaurant manners like a tea party, little
fingers raised, for example.
Practice talking in a restaurant voice and
being very polite: Please, thank you, and no
thank you. On the real restaurant day, choose
a good time for your outing: After lunch and
before dinner, if possible, according to Tom
Sietsema, food critic for the Washington Post.
Pick a location by a window in a booth, so
the child can be entertained and corralled.
Finally, let the child color or play with a toy.
Now that is realism.

McDonald’s tests breakfast
Happy Meal

Kids in the Tulsa area were the first
to order the breakfast Happy Meal,
according to USA Today. The company
started testing the new all-day breakfast
fare in September at 73 Tulsa locations.
Kids could choose two between two
McGriddles or an egg and cheese muffin
and a side. If the tests show consumer
interest, the company will roll out the kid
breakfasts in 2017.

OF INTEREST

Thank you, shirt, for showing me
this evil green

Coolers now a hot
target for thieves

hat shirt with the absolute worst
green. You’ve never worn it. You will
never wear it. The tags are still on it.
Liberate the garment but first, thank
it. That, in essence, is the Marie Kondo
organizing way. Kondo, author of “The
Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up,”
adds an unusual anthropomorphic
element to her cleaning style.
Find everything that does not ‘spark
joy,’ tags or not. Thank them for their
service and what they taught you. Then
discard or donate. Keep only the objects
that do give you joy. When you find
the items that spark joy, fold them, give them a chance to relax and store them
with respect. Like socks. Kondo famously writes that socks get stressed when
you ball them up. Kondo has inspired millions of people to clean up and find
joy, among them dozens of daunted and bemused writers.
Writing in GQ, Nicole Silverberg admits she is a ‘TLC camera crew away from
being a hoarder.’ But, taking the Kondo challenge, one day she filled six 30-gallon
trash bags with no-joy clothes. In the end, she did not think her clothes were
alive, but she did end up with joy: “I didn’t follow the book to the letter, but my
crowded dust cave has been converted into a minimalist safe haven.”
The New York Times’ Penelope Green also tried the method: “After 10 or 12
hours of this, you get a bit silly. You forget to thank your discards. (Country
music can help. Try George Jones and Lucinda Williams.) By 9 p.m., I had
lost Ms. Kondo’s book in the layers of clothing, hangers and shoe boxes. And
my glasses, too.” Green found Kondo’s instructions on papers, magazines and
books the most liberating: Just throw them all away. Buttons too.
At the New Yorker, writer Molly Young prepared for an interview with
Kondo by folding all her stuff in the Kondo way. “Throughout the day I
returned to my drawers, opening them to admire the now-orderly jeans and
socks. I felt the pride of a parent on an airplane with a well-behaved child. How
polite and agreeable my socks were being! They deserved a cookie.”

Back in the day, if someone stole
your cooler, they were going after the
beverages.

T

Never ever turn left again, they say

Trucks owned by the largest shipping and logistics company in the world
do not turn left, most of the time anyway. According to UPS, about 10
percent of the time, it makes sense for UPS drivers to turn left, on quiet
neighborhood roads for example. But in 90 percent of the cases, planning
for a right turn is safer and saves time and fuel. Right turns are 10 times
safer than a left turn. According to the National Highway Traffic Safety
Association, more than 53 percent of crossing-path crashes involve left
turns; only 5.7 percent involve right turns.

Today, they probably want the cooler,
at least if it is a Yeti. The Yeti cooler has
been a hot commodity for those who
enjoy active outdoor pursuits, especially
for those who like to hunt or fish and
want a sturdy cooler
that is described as
able to withstand
a Grizzly bear’s
efforts to steal
it. This summer,
thieves have ramped
up their targeting
of this
product
line –
stealing
Yeti
coolers
from
stores, cars,
even boats.
One of the better-known
stories of Yeti cooler theft is that
of Jason Rogers whose stolen Yeti
cooler was a memento of life with his
deceased son, who died in 2012. That
theft occurred in July, and he’s offering
a reward of more than $1,000 to get it
back, according to a story on AL.com.
These premium coolers hit the
market in 2006, and have only gained
in popularity over the years. The line
includes the Tundra, available in sizes
that can hold anywhere from 28 to
329 pounds of ice; the Roadie, which
holds 20 pounds of ice; the Tank,
which can hold anywhere from 40
to 80 pounds of ice; and the Hopper
that can hold anywhere from 15 to 40
pounds of ice.
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Is your nursery cam going
to take down the internet?

“Thanksgiving Day is
a jewel, to set in the
hearts of honest men;
but be careful that
you do not take the
day, and leave out the
gratitude.”
E.P. Powell, American
journalist and author
in the 1800s

T

hat $100 nursery cam you bought from
Wal-Mart is so simple and has such a
limited responsibility, no evil hackers
would bother with it. Right?
No, wrong. Today the Internet of Things,
made up of devices like nursery cams, DVRs,
appliances, that connect to the Web, are
vulnerable to takeover. Hackers can search for
a device such as a computerized thermometer
and then access it just by typing in the default
username and password, probably something
like admin/admin.
Then, once the hackers have control, they
can force the devices to access a Web page, for
example. If millions of devices hit the same
page at the same time, it overloads internet
servers and the page goes down. This is called
a Denial of Service attack, a tsunami of sudden
Web page requests that crash servers. As a
hack, the Denial attack is an oldie, but a recent
successful attempt was certainly a goodie.
A super high-security French Web
hosting provider and one of its clients,
a security expert, were taken down in
September by a massive Denial attack.
According to the Wall Street Journal, the
French hosting provider saw malicious hits
on its network reach 700 gigabits a second.
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That is the same as sending 140,000 highdefinition movies at once. The attack was
twice the size of previous Web attacks.
During the Rio Summer Olympics,
security experts protecting Olympic websites
found that cable boxes and WiFi routers were
used in a 540 gigabite attack. Security expert
and journalist Brian Krebs, whose site was
targeted in the September attack categorizes
this sort of attack as a new form of censorship.
Krebs said that his Web host provided space
for his blog for free, but after the attack he had
to switch. A similar high-security host could
have cost him $200,000 a year – a cost that
would put all journalists out of business.
Another security blogger Bruce Scheier
suggests a more sinister possibility. Denial
attacks have dramatically increased in 2016,
with attackers taking over common household
items. To Scheier it appears that nationstates are behind the attacks. “Someone
is extensively testing the core defensive
capabilities of companies that provide critical
internet services.”
In other words, is someone or some state
attempting to cripple the internet? Scheier
concludes nothing can be done until the
actors are known.

OF INTEREST

The magical Rockefeller Center: a
symbol of hope

C

Gifts for the ungiftable
Weird ice. Molds for ice are big. Ice

molds come in shapes like round,
skull, geometric, slanted, giant, tiny,
Star Wars, golf ball, hand grenade,
heart, bullet. A variation on the theme
is rocks that keep your glass cool. Pair
the perfect ice mold with a suitable
bottle of refreshment.

hristmas in the U.S. officially
begins November 30 when the
45,000 energy-saving LED lights
on the Rockefeller Center Christmas
tree burst into a dazzling display. The
American event began in 1951 when
only nine percent of Americans
owned a television. By the end of
the decade, 90 percent of Americans
owned a television and the New York
City Christmas celebration became a
holiday tradition.

Free passes. You can get passes for

parks, museums, movies, car washes,
even railroad trips.

Breakfast food. Try Zabars.com for

When NBC broadcasts the
one-hour tree-lighting special
every year, the cameras emphasize
the tree, ice skating rink and
surrounding magical decorations.
They don’t reveal the marvel of the Center itself. Rockefeller Center itself
is a complex of 19 commercial buildings, themselves icons soaring up on
legendary streets with names such as Avenue of the Americas and Fifth
Avenue, and 30 Rockefeller Plaza, headquarters of NBC. The buildings take
up 22 acres in Midtown Manhattan, and they were part of the largest private
building project of all times, a project of glamor wrought in gloomy times.
In 1928, John D. Rockefeller Jr. had already leased land from Columbia
University to build a new facility for the Metropolitan Opera when the stock
market crashed in 1929. With a global depression underway, the Opera board
backed out of its commitment. Other financing fell through. Rockefeller knew
if the Art Deco ‘city within a city’ would be built, he would have to finance it
himself. And he did. Although Rockefeller suffered losses himself on Black
Tuesday, he pressed ahead with the project that became a symbol of success
and hope for the future, a public space where New Yorkers could appreciate
art, and a commercial boon for the city.

Banner cards become a Thanksgiving tradition

According to thekitchn.com, one family covers the Thanksgiving table
with butcher paper and then gives everyone a marker. They can doodle,
and give thanks, and draw pictures throughout dinner. The creation then
becomes a banner to enjoy for the day. If you don’t want to substitute
butcher paper for your nice tablecloth, or if you would prefer conversation
at dinner, consider hanging a large thankfulness paper on the wall or
door. Attach markers so everyone can give their autograph or opinion. Or
drawing. Or thanks. If you want, you can clip autographs and notes off
the banner and scrapbook them. Another idea is to give the banner to the
person who lives farthest away, a college student or family friend.

breakfast baskets (and much more,
of course). You can get a crate full of
bagels, cream cheese, coffee, orange
juice, and pastry. Can be pricey,
though. For the bacon lover, try the Sir
Francis Bacon sampler pack. For $30,
you get a selection of bacon peanut
brittle, back chocolate, and bacon
toffee. Check it out on Amazon, where
you will find other bacon gifts too.

Subscription boxes. You can order

subscriptions to snack boxes,
cosmetics, projects for kids, coffees,
dog treats, dinners to make, strange
food, and anything else that is
possible to ship.

Crazy candles. Lots to choose from here.

Some candles melt away to reveal a
bronze sculpture. A pretty, swirled
candle gives 60 hours of fragrance. See
uncommongoods.com

Crafty stuff. A 3-D pen that oozes out a
plastic that hardens within seconds.
Your crafty friend will not just draw
but sculpt, too. See it at hammacher.
com. You can also buy 3-D puzzles.

Funny stuff. How about a custom

bobble head? Upload your photo at
1minime.com and you can get your
friend or loved one’s head on a variety
of bodies. Or, go all the way and put
your loved one’s face on ancient art.
Be Napoleon at society6.com.
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The Art of Talk:
How to have a satisfying conversation

“The pilgrims made
seven times more
graves than huts ...
nevertheless, they
set aside a day of
thanksgiving.”
H. W. Westermayer,
often-quoted
American author

C

onversation is not just about meeting new
people. It is a way to learn and grow. The
catch is, not just any conversation has that
potential. To have a meaningful conversation,
you need to connect with people.

“Every conversation we have opens
the door and builds a stronger link”
Malavika Varadan, a Bollywood
radio host, has a great way to think of
conversations, especially if you’re the kind
of person who is intimidated by starting
conversations with strangers. She said in
a 2016 TED Talk that conversations are
links. Every conversation we have opens the
door and builds a stronger link. Here are a
few tips to take the dread out of new talks
with new people and move toward more
meaningful conversations.
1. E nter a conversation to learn about the
other person. Conversation, especially with
new acquaintances, is not an opportunity to
hold forth with your opinions. Instead, it’s a
chance to learn about someone else, who they
are, what they love, and what they believe.
2. D
 on’t be afraid to ask a somewhat
personal question. Varadan recommends
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starting a conversation by asking where a
person is from.
3. F ocus on the conversation. It shows greater
respect for the people you speak with if you
put your phone away and truly concentrate
on what is happening in the conversation.
According to radio host and conversation
advocate Celeste Headlee, “there’s no reason
to show you’re paying attention if you’re
paying attention.”
4. D
 o not equate your experience with
theirs. If the person you’re talking to is
going through something, you want to
show that you can empathize, but when you
start talking about your experience with the
same life situation, it has the opposite effect
and can make the conversation unpleasant.
5. B
 e brief, don’t repeat, and eliminate the
details. When you’re trying to prove a
point, and you repeat the same information
several times, it impedes connection. Don’t
dig to find names and dates that the other
person doesn’t know and doesn’t care about.
With these five dos and don’ts, you may
just find that you’re enjoying conversations
more, and avoiding the meaningless
discussions of the weather and other safe
conversations.

OF INTEREST

53 years and counting, the enduring
Doctor of the BBC

E

ven though it has been more than
five decades since the BBC’s hit
Doctor Who took to the airwaves,
this television program has enchanted
fans of all ages, taking chances that
have doomed lesser programs. Four
factors that could explain the intergenerational popularity of Doctor Who:

The Travel Bag’s
vacation updates
Hawaii tops destinations. People

looking for sand, sun, and palms have
been headed to Hawaii this year. Island
tourism hit new highs every month for
the last 19 months. In August alone,
780,000 visitors set a new record, 3.1
percent higher than the same month the
previous year, according to the Hawaii
Tourism Authority. Preserving Hawaii’s
natural resources and culture have been
the keys to the success, the authority said.

• T he instantly recognizable theme
song: Composed by Ron Grainer, this
theme song was mixed in the BBC
studio, by Delia Derbyshire. No other
television show has such a unique
sounding theme.

Facebook ads drop trip lures. If you’ve

• Outstanding writing: Many of the
themes and occurrences throughout the show are scary and thematically, not
meant for children. But, with sophisticated writing, and the doctor’s typically
nonviolent responses to danger, kids can watch and still sleep at bedtime. In fact,
Doctor Who was originally meant for children, according to mentalfloss. com.
• T he changing Doctor: What began as a problem, the original doctor’s declining
health, ended up as a trademark with a dozen new actors “regenerating” as the
doctor during the series.
Piers Britton of the University of Redlands in California and author of
“TARDISbound” told Forbes that the idea of change is central to the show. Even
as popular culture changes, so does the show reinvent itself. In addition, the very
Britishness of the show anchors it in UK culture while attracting viewers from
all over the world. Television host Craig Ferguson once said that the show is a
“triumph of intellect and romance over brute force and cynicism.”

Foundation seeks to inform cancer patients

Is lung cancer about the lung or about DNA? It could make a crucial
difference in how the cancer is treated. At least it did for Bonnie J Addario.
A dozen years ago Addario was diagnosed with stage 3B lung cancer.
Prestigious doctors told her there was no hope. But she sought second
opinions until one oncologist proposed a treatment that worked. Today
Addario’s Lung Cancer Foundation works to increase patient knowledge
of personalized treatment and DNA studies. Most patients don’t know that
some treatments exist for subtle cancer DNA cells and doctors don’t have
access to the wealth of information on tumors and their characteristics and
treatment outcomes. Addario hopes to work with other agencies to leverage
technology to gather diverse sets of patient information based on ethnicity,
gender, age, genome mutation, common health issues, environmental
influences, and more. Read more: lungcancerfoundation.org

been scouting websites for trip planning
or ideas, you’ll magically be seeing the
destinations featured in your Facebook
and Instagram news feeds. Facebook
has rolled out new dynamic ads for
travel. Agencies and hotels are using
beautiful carousel ads to tickle your
fancy in Facebook. The new strategy has
been effective, according to Skift.

Travel Snip. For experienced travelers,

sometimes it is not what you see but
what you don’t. Atlas Obscura, the
website for all things, well, obscure,
revealed nine places, so easily
overlooked, that hid mystery pleasures:
A speakeasy hidden behind a drink
machine; a fabulous men’s clothing store
secreted in an average bodega; a laundry
mat with a hidden saloon. Read more:
atlasobscura. com/articles/9-amazingthingsdisguised- as-boring-things

More Sitka stops. In 2017, Holland

America and Celebrity will make more
cruise ship calls in Southeast Alaska’s
Sitka community. Sitka is located
on Baranof Island in the Alexander
Archipelago of the Pacific Ocean. The
town has a mild climate with an average
temperature of about 45 degrees. The
town stays about 60 degrees in the
summer but at least five days a year it
reaches 70 degrees. No more than 10
days are colder than freezing.
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Victorian, Tudor or Mid-Century Modern –
the house you always wanted in miniature

“Start by doing
what’s necessary;
then do what’s
possible; and
suddenly you
are doing the
impossible.”
Saint Francis of
Assisi, he gave up
luxury to work for
Christianity. He is
the patron saint of
ecologists.

M

aybe unrealized dreams explain it. That
love for an English Tudor house, but you
spent your life in Tampa and that house
was never on the agenda.
Get it now!
The world of miniature houses beckons.
Dollhouses, some call them, are an
underground passion, built and decorated in
living rooms across the globe where readers
of Miniature Magazine and hobbyists decorate
their dream houses.

remind her of one of her first jobs. Dollhouses,
she says, don’t have to be expensive but they
can be good for the soul.
Miniatures.com advertises dollhouses for
prices ranging from $10 to over $1,000. You
can build it or buy the house complete and
then furnish it with tiny miniatures found
on the site. Nearly every dream house is
available from log cabins to Tudor mansions
and colonials. All ready to make your
dreams come true.

According to the Wall Street Journal,
these dollhouses can be extravagant. Lighted
chandeliers in a golden baroque living room.
Extraordinarily expensive wallpaper, not
so dear when bought one foot at a time.
Carvings. Tables and chairs. Tiny paintings.
Even a teensy cat on a chair.

On the other hand, some dollhouses are
expensive. One collector, selling out to finance
her real house, has four miniatures listed
on eBay for prices ranging from $28,000 to
$100,000.

Some dollhouse projects are lifelong works of
art, costing upwards of $300,000 to complete.
Others are just works of fun, a good use for
scrapbook paper never used. Famed therapist
Dr. Ruth Westheimer has eight dollhouses. One
is a replica of a dollhouse she was forced to
leave behind when, at age 10, she escaped Nazi
Germany. Another features a doll as a maid to

The eyes don’t have it this year, according
to publishing statistics. Digital audio
books are the rage in the book game with
sales rising 35 percent in the first quarter
of 2016. Meanwhile, sales of e-books fell
by 21.8 percent, according to the New
York Times.
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Condolences: younger are worse, but
everyone’s tongue-tied

Researchers develop
tests for Alzheimer’s

he young, having suffered fewer losses, are the
worst at condolences. Case in point: A funeral
for young woman who killed herself. After
the service, the deceased woman’s friends talked
with the distraught mother. One girl, obviously
a sweet person, but unacquainted with death,
made a mild joke, intended to break a tension
that could not be broken. The mother reacted
angrily, instantly teaching the girl a lesson about
mourning she likely never forgot.

A number of research facilities
are looking for predictive tests for
Alzheimer’s Disease, with promising
results. Early detection of Alzheimer’s
Disease is an important aspect of helping
those with Alzheimer’s
to have a high quality
of life, and medical
researchers who are
looking for tests that
aid in early diagnosis
of this neurological
disease may have found
a blood test that does
just that, according
to a study published
in “Alzheimer’s &
Dementia: Diagnosis,
Assessment & Disease
Monitoring” in June.

T

What should you say when a well-meaning
young person says just the wrong thing?
• Walk away. If you can muster the words,
make a polite exit. If not, just walk. Lesson taught.
• Teach. Say “Now is not the right time” and excuse yourself.
•R
 espond kindly. In one case a young man consoled a wife who lost her
husband to Alzheimer’s. She had been her husband’s caretaker for many
years. The young man said that at least she wouldn’t have the burden of
care. The wife responded kindly: I liked caring for him. It was a labor of
love. Then she walked away.
If, as an elder, you have the occasion to instruct a young person before they get
to a funeral, do so. Most young people should be instructed to say “I am so sorry”
followed by a hug and no other word. This avoids the major errors of consolation
we so often see. According to the New York Times, the worst thing anyone can do
is compare their feelings to the grieved party: I know how you feel. Well, no you
don’t. Or, I cried all night. Really? I am pretty sure I feel worse.

Learn to play bridge, right now

Regardless of a beginning bridge player’s age, education or physical
condition, tools are available to help them learn the game. Robert
Hartman, CEO of the American Contract Bridge League, says, “There’s
no doubt anyone can learn. We have a number of programs designed to
make it simple.”

Courses available on the Internet:

• A new Learn to Play Bridge software program is a learn-as-you-play
tutorial, according to AARP.
• Free personal computer software programs include Learn to Play
Bridge I for beginners.
• Learn Bridge in a Day is a five-hour course geared for rookies.
Local bridge groups and retirement communities welcome new players.
If you want an in-person instructor, contact acbl.org/findateacher. Other
helpful sites include bridgedoctor.com, learn.acbl.org and abtahome.
com, which is the home of the American Bridge Teachers’ Association.

Researchers at
Rowan University
School of Osteopathic
Medicine are
developing a blood
test – now in clinical
trials- that has had a
nearly 100 percent rate of accuracy when
it comes to detecting Alzheimer’s Disease
in patients thus far.
The National Institute on Aging has
developed a blood test that detects the
onset of Alzheimer’s. The Salk Institute
is also looking into how a protein called
Neuregulin-1 affects individuals with
Alzheimer’s. They have discovered
that this specific protein can lower the
number of molecules that create the
amyloid beta plaques in Alzheimer’s
patients’ brains.
In the mice treated with the protein
in the trial, the amount of plaque in the
brain was much lower than of the mice
in the control group.
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